EMPLOYABILITY PROFILE

Cosmetology - Class of 2018

This student has achieved proficiency in entry level skills and areas of knowledge as follows:

Performance Rating Skills:  X) Successfully Completed  1) Mastery Level  2) Entry Level  3) Needs Supervision  4) Not Instructed

COMPETENCIES

1. Exhibits Professional Attitude
2. Understands Basic Inventory
3. Handles Cash Properly
4. Demonstrates Proper Telephone Techniques
5. Practices Good Grooming Hygiene & Poise
6. Understands and Adheres to OSHA Regulations
7. Understands and Adheres to EPA Rules
8. Understands Worker & Client Safety In the Salon
9. Knows Basic Manicure & Pedicure Procedures
10. Knows Basic Procedure for Nail Enhancements
11. Demonstrates Basic Sectioning
12. Knows Basic Procedure for Hair Cutting
13. Knows Wave Pattern Formation
14. Understands Basic Blow Drying & Hair styling
15. Demonstrates Brushing & Comb Out Techniques
16. Demonstrates Basic Men's Cutting Technique
17. Uses Marcel Iron & Other Thermal Styling Tools
18. Understands Sodium Hydroxide Relaxing
19. Understands Ammonium Thioglycolate Relaxing
20. Performs Basic Scalp Treatment & Massage
21. Applies Semi-permanent, Permanent Color
22. Performs Highlighting Techniques
23. Follows Basic Procedures for Permanent Waving
24. Understands Hair Extensions & Wig Care
25. Knows Basic Facial/Skin Care
26. Applies Makeup
27. Demonstrates Teamwork

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS/21st CENTURY SKILLS

1. Communication Skills
2. Professionalism
3. Responsibility
4. Planning/ Organizing
5. Performance

WORK BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Passed Industry Based Assessment (NOCTI)
2. Junior Career Project- 8 Hours
3. Senior Career Project- 10 Hours
4. College Visit- 2 Hours
5. College Day/ Career Fair- 2 Hours
6. Job Shadow/ Site Visit/ Speaker- 4 Hours Per Year
7. Service Learning/ Salon- 12 Hour Per Year

CAREER & TECHNICAL CERTIFICATION EARNED

1. Technical Certification
2. Technical Endorsement

Total Program Days: 170  Total Days Attended: 146